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inuyasha gets ill and kagome and the rest have to get his medicine but is there more to the illness the
what it looks like?
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1 - death of a great demon

one hot summer day inuyasha was still asleep and kagome and the others were ready to gokagome: he
must have been sleepymiroku: he did stay up all nightsango: your rghtkagome: *gose to wake up
inuyasha* inuyasha wake up it is time to gosango: he is sweting like crazy *feels his forhead* he''s
burning upkagome: he must have a fevermiroku: i''ll get kiedekiede: whats wrong with iuyashasango: he
has a feverkiede; i do''t have medicin for that kagome you and miroku go and get some medicin from the
mountan over there miroku: yes kiede sango can we barow kirarasango; of corsekiede: sango you stay
here and help mesango; yes i''ll do thatafter miroku and kagome left kiede saw that inuyasha was also
poisondkiede: sango inuasha was poisond toosango: oh nokagome; miroku are we almost to the
mountan miroku: yes we are almost there after kagome and miroku got to the mounainkagome: were is
the medicin miroku: there it isafter they got the medicin they started back for inuyashakagome; kiede we
have the medicin kiede: good now we need you to make some tea and put the medicine in the tea and
poor it down inuyahsa''s throughtkagome: ok *dose egzactly what kiede said but nothing happend* kiede
nothing happedkiede: he was poisond there is no cure for this poison kagome inuyasha will diekagome:
no he can''t die the next day inuyash a died and as they burried him next to his mom kagome could swar
she could see him sitting up in the tree smilling for the first and last timeTHE END
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